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Chapel Talk 12/12/63
as it was

and t4i&t-i-s-e foundg-ed it met in San Francisco, it was stated that there could
for

bep( no prayer w the beginning of tI meeting, because the Russians would not like

that, and therefore, there- that there should be a minute of sileneet meditation at

the beginning of the meeting. who believe in the Bible should
ever

on that the United Nations would/be an effective instrument for

the maintenance of peace. Peace will be established throughout the world, when

our Lord Jesus Christ will come back, and He has given us a marvellous earnest
ly

of the establishmert of the Vniversal peace, and it is given repeated/in the Bible,

but it is not something that we can bring, nor does it give any for opening
Personally

ourselves up to the forces of the wieckedness and evil in the world. 4 rejoiced
met with the

when Roosevelt ai/hurchi1l met- in/Atlantic , and made so called the Atlantic
was

Pact, and the reason why I rejoice & because He has decalred that they stood

for freedom from fear, and freedom of speech, and freedom of re.1ion, and freedom

of , ef-- and ffeedom of . . . . he declares that type of

organization - , while the otFe rs are were great objectives for what

we stand for ... . Franklin Roosevelt, a4ec a few weeks' after doing that, began
making tired to do
hi-s- alliance with the communist Russia, and he 4±d/everything he eed-4e-ree.e- had

done in signing an agreement with Russia, because in Russia there is no freedom

of religion, nor freedom of sppech, and above all, no freddom from fear by the constant

attitude of fear, and if the government leaders had really tried to bring peace, when
upon

they had the at the end of the war, they would ye called t Russians to put
an

before-the- end to their tyranny. and go out and suffer from the

atom bomb, and failed to do that, and they were forced to do during a short
the

time, and . . ............................................ We cannot escape from out-situation,

that
by setting our eyes by prety(ending it i not here, we have to face the fact as\is,
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